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By S M

Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Have you ever wanted to keep a travel
journal, but were not sure where to start or what to write? My Travel Journal is a partially guided
travel journal to record various parts of your trip. Search for S M Travel Journals, (use quotation
marks for best search results), to see all covers. The journal can accommodate up to 32
trips/destinations. Each trip/destination gets six pages. The first two pages are guided with
Destination, Date, Who, Places, Accommodations, Transportation, Food/Restaurants, Sightseeing,
Souvenirs, Other Costs and Best Part of the Trip. The following four pages titled, Daily Notes and
Pictures, are lightly lined so that you may write or draw pictures of your travels. Colored pencils are
recommended for drawing. The front of the journal contains eight different maps so that you can
mark where you have traveled. The journal is great for both children and adults. Many different
covers exist so that each person in your family or group can pick a different cover, but the insides
are all the same. There is also a place on the...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is not difficult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Haylee Grimes PhD-- Dr. Haylee Grimes PhD

This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Kristina Kshlerin DDS-- Kristina Kshlerin DDS
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